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CASE STUDY: NEW CREATURE 

A Performance Culture & the War for Talent

 

“The fact that more than half of companies have confirmed that they don’t have enough leaders currently 

in the ranks is quite significant,” says Tim Schoonover, the Chairman of OI Partners.1 The company 

recently surveyed 212 organizations in North America and what they found confirmed their suspicion: the 

talent gap is real.  

 

A Talent Gap 

In 2009, Manpower Inc. released a study that reported 30% of employers worldwide struggled to find 

quality talent to fill positions. Employers cited “lack of suitable talent.”2 Schoonover argues the gap 

originated with generations. While the Boomer population, approximately 76 million, currently leading 

organizations looks forward to retirement, the pool of Generation Xers to replace them is only 40 million.3 

Manpower predicted that the talent shortage would get worse over the next ten years.4 And it is not simply 

a U.S. issue, but a global one.5  

 

Coupled with generational leadership gaps, the state of the economy serves a multiplier to the ensuing 

talent shortage. During the recession, organizations cut costs and closely monitored headcounts.6 While 

dissatisfied employees were happy to have a job, they felt tied down in their roles and to their employers. 

A Deloitte article says, “With signs of economic optimism, more employment opportunities will emerge 

and associates and partners who ‘stuck it out’ may very well leave on their own volition or be lured by 

competitors.”7 So how do leaders address these challenges that are quickly becoming tangible threats to 

their business? 
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The Smell of the Place 

Talent challenges are not unfamiliar to Patrick Sbarra and Brad Jones. 

In 1999, the two decided to start a company together. Sbarra, a city guy 

from New York, had a background in pharmaceuticals and experience 

as a radio DJ. Jones, an Arkansas native, came from a transportation 

and logistics background. Though the nature of the business was 

undecided, they were in strong agreement in terms of a culture they 

wanted to foster. The two started New Creature together in 2000. 

Located in northwest Arkansas, New Creature is a point-of-purchase 

marketing company. The team develops and produces promotional 

displays and special product packaging in partnership with retailers and 

suppliers. New Creature, just like many others today, is relying more 

and more heavily on the creative intellect of its people. To Sbarra, it’s 

always been about high performance. “We want people who thrive in a 

performance-driven environment. We’re doing on Monday what others 

haven’t thought of until Wednesday.” The leaders recognize that 

attracting and retaining top talent is vital to the long-term profitability of 

the business. Sbarra and Jones say that the magic is in the company’s 

culture.  

 

Attracting and maximizing talent with a distinct, organizational culture, 

and thereby improving financial performance, is second nature to many 

leaders. In fact, the link between organizational culture and financial 

performance has been the subject of many business classics. John 

Kotter and James Heskett’s 1992 Corporate Culture and Performance, 

Jim Collins and Jerry Porras’s 1994 Built to Last, and Collins’s 2001 

Good to Great all contain remarkable longitudinal evidence linking 

culture with profit.8 The recent work by Graham Lowe, Creating Healthy 

Organizations, recounts research done comparing performance of those 

companies on Fortune’s list of 100 Best Companies to Work for in 

America and various stock market indexes. What researchers have 

found, time and time again, is that these companies fostering vibrant 

atmospheres have engaged employees. As a result, they enjoy returns 
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New Creature Tenantsaaaiia 
 

Scholarship: A New Creature is a 

passionate, life-long learner and 

teacher. A New Creature is 

committed to cultivating his or her 

mind through reading, studying, 

seminars and workshops. 
 

Citizenship: A New Creature 

places service above self and is 

always willing to help a brother or 

sister. 
 

Character: Common daily stresses 

put upon a New Creature do not 

build character; it reveals it! New 

Creatures earn each other’s 

respect as well as the respect of 

their customers and competitors 

through the demonstration of their 

individual character. 
 

Resourcefulness: New Creatures 

have “can do” attitudes and 

make the best of every situation. 

A New Creature is an “In the Box” 

thinker who embraces the difficult 

challenges our customers bring us. 
 

Boldness: A New Creature is an 

explorer and entrepreneur. A New 

Creature’s mission is to discover 

“the new” and “the forgotten.” A 

New Creature takes the initiative 

and will act when others hesitate. 
 

Diversity and Unity: A New 

Creature is a unique being who 

embraces and celebrates the 

differences of his or her fellow 

creatures. New Creatures share a 

unity of purpose to enrich each 

other’s lives. 
 

Leadership: A New Creature is 

confident in his or her self and in 

the collection power of the teams. 

A New Creature is a ray of light 

that adds to and does not rob the 

spirit of the company. 
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2.3 times the market average.9 For Sbarra and Jones, the concept is the crux of their leadership 

philosophy. 

 

Jones draws on the Latin origin for our word culture. Cultura, Jones says, means to cultivate and implies 

an active, intentional, continuing effort. The unique culture is based on tenants, or values, and is how 

Jones and Sbarra have managed to build a winning team. They call it vibe—“the smell of the place.” The 

dynamic pair has labored to make the New Creature offices an exciting place to be. For example, the 

bright red walls, warm lighting, and guitar pick-shaped conference 

table are a few of the artifacts of the building. And the “creatures,” 

how Sbarra and Jones affectionately refer to New Creature 

employees, are vibrant people who make it a fun and meaningful 

place to contribute—not only a place of high performance. In early 

2011, the company’s homepage featured some of the company’s 

award-winning work from 2010 next to a video of the entire staff 

performing the Dougie dance. Evidently, the unique vibe has 

proven critical in building a high-performing team. 

 

For companies interested in weathering the talent-gap storm, the 

smell of the place is important. Research suggests that leaders 

often fail to devote sufficient attention to simply managing first 

impressions.10 “Such impressions have a lasting impact that can affect not only initial offer acceptance but 

also later decisions to remain with or leave the firm.”11 In the talent market, that is the value of culture. 

New Creature has intentionally cultivated a distinct culture based on high performance. In fact, the lean 

company, now around twenty-five people, has accomplished rather remarkable things. 

 

In their first year, New Creature collected an impressive $600,000 in revenue. It was soon clear the 

organization had real potential to grow rapidly. In a one-year period, they realized a 200% increase in 

revenue. During year five, Sbarra and Jones added ten of their sixteen employees; seven of those in the 

space of six weeks. Amidst the hiring storm, Sbarra and Jones feared losing the unique culture they had 

grown. The two were not afraid to “roll down the window and ask for directions,” as Sbarra puts it. As they 

considered who they might look to for guidance, Sbarra recalled hearing Don Soderquist, retired COO 

and Senior Vice Chairman of Walmart Stores, Inc., speak years earlier on the topic of high expectations 

and high performance. Sbarra knew that a respected leader like Soderquist who spoke about high 
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expectations would also maintain high standards for a leadership development center in his own name. 

The two leaders approached The Soderquist Center for directions. 

 

Asking for Directions 

New Creature was looking for relationship-oriented development to drive performance. Follow-up and 

intentionality were important to the fast-growing organization. Sbarra says, “I didn’t want just Easter 

Sunday.” Together, The Soderquist Center and New Creature designed a process with a series of 

sessions aimed at building team solidarity around values and business objectives, promoting healthy 

communication and collaboration in a results-oriented environment, and identifying critical issues in the 

future and strategic action steps for the business. The sessions were held both at Greystone Estate, The 

Soderquist Center’s executive retreat overlooking Beaver Lake, and the Soderquist Business Center on 

the campus of John Brown University. The process designed included four, quarterly sessions with 

assignments in between to bridge the sessions and build momentum from one to the next. “We made a 

substantial investment in our people,” Sbarra says. “As we invested in our culture from a team 

perspective, we also wanted each individual to benefit.” This was accomplished through personalized 

assessments and reflective, group discussion. The program was one of the ways New Creature was able 

to galvanize their culture in the minds and hearts of their people which has led to new heights for the 

company. 

 

New Creature is as proud as ever of the service they provide to customers. In their tenth year, the 

company has recorded an astounding $40 million of sales. “We’re just getting started,” Sbarra assures 

with a smile. New Creature and The Soderquist Center have maintained a strong relationship as New 

Creature continues to invest in its culture and its people. 

 

 

A Talent Offensive 

Companies concerned with losing key employees must go on a talent offensive to keep high performers 

from leaving. Claire Churchard of People Management magazine says, “Employers that have maintained 

investment in learning and talent development will be best placed to take advantage of the coming 

upturn.”12 But all is not lost. Contrary to common fears, research by Towers Perrin suggests that people 

feel more connected and engaged to an employer who is investing in them—no matter the state of the 

economy. Julie Gebauer and Don Lowman write: 
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Most employers can’t guarantee job security, but they can deliver career security as a by-product 

of a learning culture and, in turn, produce more skilled and engaged employees. While it may 

seem counterintuitive to equip workers with skills that could make them more marketable to the 

competition, it’s important to remember that most people feel more connected and committed to 

employers that are, in turn, committed to helping them grow.13 

 

What are you, as a leader, doing to address the talent war at hand? After an eight-month research 

project, including more than twenty global companies, Douglas Ready, Linda Hill, and Jay Conger wrote, 

“All three of us have spent decades studying talent management and leadership development, but this 

war for talent is like nothing we’ve ever seen before.”14 Are you an employer of choice? Are you confident 

that your top performers are interested in staying with your organization? Is your culture one that attracts 

the right talent? Is your culture one that retains its talent? Is your culture one that maximizes its talent? 

Leaders must give daily attention to cultivating a distinct and meaningful culture and invest in the 

development of their people to remain competitive in the war for talent. 
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